In conductive PDMS composites, percolation theory states that there is a threshold of conductive particle concentration at which a continuous chain is formed, resulting in macroscopic conductivity [7] . This threshold depends on several factors, including the size of the conductive particles, the geometry of the particles, and the mixing procedure. Increasing the conductive particle concentration beyond this threshold leads to a significant decrease in resistivity. Thus, given a sufficient concentration of the conductive filler particles, the composite can be rendered highly conductive. For instance, silver (Ag) coated copper (Cu) flakes were mixed with PDMS to achieve conductivities greater than 10 4 S m −1 at concentrations between 75 wt% and 85 wt% [8] . Carbon PDMS (CPDMS) composites were found to be conductive above 10 wt% although the conductivity was much lower (on the order of 10 S m −1 ) [4, 9] . CPDMS has been tested in several applications including microfluidic valves [10] , pumps [11] , and mixers [12] .
Silver has been of particular interest in PDMS composite electrodes due to its desirable wetting properties [5] and suitability for biological applications [13] . Ag yields the lowest interfacial impedance, compared to other metals such as titanium and copper, which is important for minimizing signal distortion [14] . Ferromagnetic metals such as nickel have been shown to induce a magnetic field that can affect electrical measurements [15, 16] while silver does not cause such complications. Silver PDMS (AgPDMS) is also much more conductive than CPDMS, reaching conductivities greater than 10 4 S m −1 [4] . AgPDMS electrodes have previously been used in several applications. For instance, AgPDMS was used in temperature-dependent devices, such as a microheater and thermochromics display [5, 17, 18] . AgPDMS conductivity also varies as a function of strain, showing potential as a pres sure sensor [4, 6] . Finally, AgPDMS has been used in droplet detection applications, where impedance signals reflects droplet size [19] . Despite these applications, AgPDMS electrodes have not yet been investigated for performing impedance spectroscopy.
Impedance spectroscopy is a useful technique for measuring the electrical properties of cells, including size and size-independent quantities such as cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance [20, 21] . In this technique, the cell is typically modeled as a single-shelled sphere. The cell membrane is represented as a thin dielectric shell, which contains the homogeneous resistive cytoplasm. The first electrical measurement technique on single cells was the Coulter counter which measures direct current (DC) impedance signals for counting and sizing single cells [22] . It was later discovered that using a high frequency signal simultaneous to a low frequency signal can detect both resistive and capacitive changes caused by cells [23] . Different cells have different ion concentrations and nucleus-to-cytoplasm volume ratios as well as different protein expressions and lipid bilayer compositions. These factors affect the cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance of a cell, respectively [24, 25] .
Several microfluidic designs have been developed that use multiple frequencies to electrically probe single cells as they pass through a small channel (in the range of the cell size) where the electric field lines are concentrated [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Early devices used integrated gold (Au) electrodes situated on microchannel sidewalls for detecting impedance differences in blood cells [26] . Co-planar and parallel platinum (Pt) electrodes were also used for cell analysis and sizing [27, 29] . It was demonstrated that the parallel electrode configuration generated a more uniform electric field and was therefore less susceptible to the position of particles compared to the coplanar configuration [32] . The parallel configuration also had greater sensitivity due to the more confined electric field compared to the co-planar configuration. Two sets of embedded Pt electrodes, one for sensing and one for reference, provided more accurate differential measurements of cell impedance, and were used to differentiate leukocyte sub-populations [30, 31, 33] . The embedded electrode design has been used to probe single cells at high frequencies (>1 MHz), which is necessary for measuring intracellular characteristics [20] . Plug-in Ag/ AgCl electrodes were used to minimize the electrical doublelayer (EDL) effect [28] . The device had a constriction channel that was smaller than the cell, allowing for lower frequency measurements and more accurate cell sizing. Measurement was limited to sub-MHz frequencies due to stray capacitance effects [28] . Although these existing devices used different electrode configurations, their detection microchannels were all designed to be close to the size of the cell for sensitivity requirements. However, these small channels (often <20 μm) are subject to practical issues, such as clogging of the device due to contaminants and cell debris. Additionally, using AgPDMS permits easy formation of thick electrodes in a parallel configuration which ensures a more uniform electric field (versus planar electrodes). Thus, this work aimed to investigate the feasibility of using larger channels and embedded composite electrodes to measure the electrical properties of single cells.
Properly choosing the electrode material is important for reducing or avoiding the EDL effect. Solid metal electrodes have been shown to exhibit a high EDL (with capacitance on the order of 0.1 F m −2 ) [34] , caused by the interaction at the interface of the metal electrodes and the ionic solution, which can significantly affect low frequency impedance data [26] . Embedded Ag/AgCl electrodes were previously reported [35] . Although these electrodes are effective in mitigating the EDL effect, the planar Ag/AgCl electrodes and their configuration did not generate a uniform electric field as desired for impedance spectroscopy. In addition, the fabrication of microfluidic devices integrated with metal or metal chloride electrodes has a complex fabrication process as the alignment and bonding of separate pieces are required, as opposed to a single solid structure [2, 35] . Hence, there have been efforts to develop polymer-based conducting composite electrodes. This paper reports a wide channel, AgPDMS embedded electrode microfluidic device that is capable of measuring cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance of single cells. The large channel design overcomes device clogging and permits multi-use of the devices. AgPDMS composite was fabricated and used to form sidewall electrodes for impedance measurement. Experimental results demonstrate that the device has adequate sensitivity for the electrical measurement of cells. Multi-frequency impedance data was fitted to equivalent circuit models to quantify cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance of each cell. T24 human bladder cancer cells were measured to verify the feasibility of the wide channel design for data collection. AML-2 and HL-60 leukemia cells were tested to validate the device and the models. These two leukemia cell lines were determined to have different values in cytoplasm conductivities (0.29 ± 0.15 S m −1 and 0.47 ± 0.20 S m −1 ) and specific membrane capacitances of (41 ± 25 mF m −2 and 55 ± 26 mF m −2 ). [36] ). Current in the microchannel is preamplified and demodulated at a sampling rate of 14.4 kHz for each frequency component. Cells are loaded in the inlet and are pressure driven at 100 Pa to travel to the outlet. Flow focusing branches are used to position cells to the center of the microchannel as cells pass by the measurement region to minimize impedance distortion. When a cell passes through the microchannel, the impedance at each of the eight frequencies is measured. The impedance profile is fitted to equivalent circuit models to determine cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance of the cell.
System overview

Materials and methods
Electrode and device fabrication
The microfluidic chip was fabricated using standard photolithography and a modified screen printing process [4, 19, 37] . The process flow is summarized in figure 2 . A chromium layer was first patterned on a glass slide for the alignment of multiple layers (figure 2(1)). SU-8 2000 (MicroChem, Newton, 2. SU-8 was used to create a master. 3. AZ P4620 was patterned to create a sacrificial mold for the AgPDMS electrodes. 4. The AgPDMS composite was then spread into the mold and cured. 5. The AZ P4620 layer was dissolved. 6. PDMS was poured onto the mold and cured. 7. The entire PDMS and AgPDMS structure was peeled off. 8. The entire structure was bonded to a clean glass slide.
MA, USA) was used to create a master having a height of 50 μm (figure 2(2)) measured by profilerometry. AZ P4620 (Capitol Scientific, Austin, TX, USA) was then spin-coated and patterned to create a sacrificial mold (50 μm in height) for the AgPDMS electrodes (figure 2(3)). Ag particles of 2-3.5 μm in size (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were mixed with PDMS (Ellsworth Adhesives, Stoney Creek, ON, Canada) using a mortar and pestle. The AgPDMS composite was then spread into the mold, with excess AgPDMS removed using a razor blade to obtain the desired pattern. The master was baked at 70 °C for 30 min to cure the AgPDMS, and then washed in acetone to dissolve the AZ P4620 layer, followed by methanol and DI water rinsing (figure 2(4)). PDMS was then poured onto the mold and cured on the hotplate at 150 °C for 10 min. The entire PDMS and AgPDMS structure was peeled off the SU-8 master (figures 2(5)- (7)). AgPDMS was found to bond strongly to PDMS, which was then O 2 plasma bonded to a clean glass slide ( figure 2(8) ). The final microchannel is 100 μm wide and 50 μm high, and the AgPDMS electrodes have a length of 100 μm along the sidewall and a height of 50 μm.
Cell preparation
T24 (bladder carcinoma), AML-2 (acute myeloid leukemia), and HL-60 (human promyelocytic leukemia) cell lines were used in this work due to the availability of previous literature data on these cell types [28, 38, 39] All cell lines were incubated at 37 °C with 100% humidity and 5% CO 2 . Prior to experiments, cells were centrifuged and re-suspended in phophaste-buffered saline (PBS) (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA)with 1% w/v bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). The microfluidic device was also loaded with PBS with 1% w/v BSA to reduce cell adhesion on channel walls [28, 40, 41] . For testing the reusability of the device, deionized (DI) water was used to flush through the device at the end of each experiment for cleaning purposes. One device was used for all of the experiments reported here.
Equivalent circuit models
Electric properties of a single particle positioned between two parallel electrodes can be modeled with Maxwell's mixture theory [30, 42, 43] . Given the geometrical parameters of our microfluidic system (i.e. electrode and channel dimensions), the system with and without the presence of a cell is represented by two equivalent circuit models. The microchannel filled with PBS is represented by an equivalent resistance R Ch and capacitance C Ch .
The AgPDMS electrodes induce an electrical double layer (EDL) due to the ionic nature of the PBS solution. In the parallel-plate electrode configuration, the EDL can be modeled as an ideal capacitor C dl , as shown in figure 3(a) . However, if the electrode is not perfectly polarizable due to inhomogeneities on the electrode surface, the EDL may be better represented as a constant phase element (CPE), which has both resistive and capacitive qualities [44, 45] . The CPE is related to the surface roughness at the interface since the complex geometry leads to non-uniform charge transfer and electrical conduction. It has been shown that the fractal nature of a rough surface can be described by a power law relationship between the impedance of the surface and the frequency of the signal, which gives rise to a CPE [46, 47] . The impedance of a CPE is
where Q is the magnitude of the CPE, n is a measure of the roughness or polarizability and has a range of (0, 1), and ω = 2πf is the angular frequency [45] . It can be seen that when n = 0, the CPE is purely resistive, and when n = 1, the CPE is purely capacitive. Because of the composite nature of the AgPDMS electrodes, the CPE may be a more accurate representation of the EDL, as shown in figure 3(b) . Thus, it was required in our work to determine whether the ideal capacitor model or the CPE model more accurately represents the EDL. When a cell is present between the electrodes, it contributes impedance in parallel with the channel as two capacitors C mem (membrane capacitance) in series with a resistor R cyto (cytoplasm resistance), as shown in figure 3(c) which assumes a CPE model for the EDL. The impedance of the system is
where V in is the excitation voltage, V out is the output of the pre-amplifier, and G is the gain of the pre-amplifier. In experiments, impedance data was first gathered without a cell in the channel to fit to the appropriate model for device characterization (R ch and C ch ). Impedance data was then gathered as cells flowed through the channel, which was fitted to its respective model for cell characterization (R cyto and C mem ). From these quantities and using Maxwell's mixture equation, the cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance are is the volume fraction (the ratio of the volume of the cell to the volume of the electrode measurement region), r is the radius of the cell, l = 100 μm is the length of the electrode along the channel (parallel to the direction of flow), w = 100 μm is the width of the channel, h = 50 μm is the height of the electrode and channel, and κ is a geometric factor that takes into account non-uniform aspects of the electric field such as the fringe effect [29, 30] . Low frequency (11 kHz) impedance data collected from 10 μm polystyrene beads (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) were used for size calibration, avoiding the need for high-speed imaging since the beads are well controlled by the manufacturer in size and shape (10.0 ± 0.2 μm).
Results and discussion
AgPDMS characterization
Fabricating AgPDMS electrodes required the determination of adequate Ag concentrations. AgPDMS has previously been reported to be conductive at 21 vol% (or 69 wt%) for pressure sensor applications and 83 wt% for droplet detection [4, 5, 19] . In our work, we found that AgPDMS is nonconductive at 69 wt% and has excellent conductivity at 85 wt%. SEM images were taken to observe the Ag concentration on the microchannel sidewalls as well as surface roughness. Figures 4(a) and (b) show 69 wt% Ag and 85 wt% Ag concentrations, respectively. These images were taken using the backscattered electrons (BSE) imaging mode, which show the material composition of the bottom of the device and the sidewall of the channel. Since heavier elements provide a higher intensity signal, the bright dots represent Ag particles, and the remaining grey structure represents the carbon-dominant PDMS. The density of Ag is significantly higher in figure 4(b) , which resulted in a much higher conductivity of the AgPDMS electrode. Figure 4 (c) was taken in the standard SEM imaging mode, showing the texture of the bottom of the device and the sidewall of the channel. The clearly visible surface roughness was caused by Ag particles suggesting the modeling of the EDL as a CPE, rather than an ideal capacitor to be more appropriate. ), 85 wt% was found to have much higher conductivity while having the same ease of fabrication. AgPDMS with 87 wt% Ag started to become difficult to mix and have a clumpy, flaky texture, compared to the more paste-like composition at lower concentrations. Therefore, our AgPDMS electrodes were fabricated using 85 wt% Ag.
Device characterization
Impedance spectroscopy was first performed on the microfluidic device before cells were introduced in order to determine the device's electrical parameters and if the CPE model was a more accurate representation of the EDL compared to an ideal capacitor. A frequency sweep of 109 points from 1 kHz to 6 MHz was used to determine the impedance profile of the channel. This profile was then fitted to the channel equivalent circuit model using nonlinear least squares curve fitting (MATLAB, Mathworks Inc., USA). One sample sweep is shown in figure 6 , along with the fits using the CPE model and the ideal capacitor model in (a) and (b), respectively. The model using the CPE was found to have a much better fit where the average residual error at every frequency point was on the order of 10 2 , compared to the model using an ideal capacitor which had an average residual error on the order of 10 3 . The CPE model was used to represent the EDL, and eight frequency sweeps were conducted to characterize the device. The channel was found to have a resistance R Ch = 23.7 ± 1.9 kΩ and a capacitance C Ch = 2.29 ± 0.18 pF. The magnitude of the CPE was found to be Q = 1.6 ± 0.2 μS with exponent n = 0.380 ± 0.007. In comparison, pure metal electrodes have a EDL with capacitances on the order of tens of pF [30, 34] . The CPE therefore exhibited characteristics closer to a resistive impedance than a capacitive impedance due to the inhomogeneous nature of the AgPDMS composite, and does not have as dominant an effect on the low frequency impedance data. Device characterization was performed over three days on the same device to investigate re-usability and possible contamination from experiments. The low uncertainty for each electrical parameter used to characterize the device demonstrates stability in the device. The resistance and the capacitance of the channel was recalculated before each experimental run to account for deviations in the electrode properties.
Cell measurement
Magnitude impedance data was calculated from the voltage output using an impedance spectroscope (HF2IS, Zurich Instruments, Switzerland) as cells were pressure driven to flow and pass the AgPDMS electrodes. The frequencies were chosen to be between 11 kHz and 6.01 MHz. Frequencies outside of this range were found to have poor signal-to-noise due to the EDL at low frequencies and stray capacitances at high frequency. The low end 11 kHz frequency provided size information, the high end 6.01 MHz frequency was used to probe the cytoplasm of the cell, and the frequency points in between were used to measure membrane capacitance.
Cell size is important to determine since this information is needed for normalizing cytoplasm resistance R cyto and membrane capacitance C mem to their intrinsic size-independent quantities (i.e. cytoplasm conductivity σ cyto and specific membrane capacitance C sp.mem ). Impedance data of 10 μm beads was measured at 11 kHz for size calibration. At low frequencies, the system was almost completely resistive, and the . Figure 7 shows an example segment of impedance data. Because the cell sample was not filtered before being introduced into the device, there was a wide range in peak size (figure 7) due to contaminants passing through the channel, such as PDMS debris, cell clusters, and apoptotic cells, as verified with microscopy imaging. Non-cell events, however, were easily distinguished from cell events by analyzing the impedance data. From the 2400 detected peaks, 740 cells were identified based on the size information obtained at the frequency of 11 kHz [39] . Some of the debris were determined to be over 50 μm in size (e.g. PDMS debris-caused peak as shown in figure 7) . However, the 100 μm wide channel allowed passage of the debris without the occurrence of channel clogging or incurring the need for device change.
AML-2 and HL-60 cells were then tested. AML-2 and HL-60 are both human myeloid leukemia cell lines that are precursors to white blood cells [48, 49] . They both have round morphologies and are known to have similar sizes (diameters of 12.5 ± 1.3 μm versus 11.4 ± 0.93 μm for AML-2 and HL-60, respectively [28] ), making them suitable models for measuring size-independent parameters. As with the T24 cells, cells were detected at 1 cell s −1 ; and PDMS debris, cell clusters, and apoptotic cells, as determined by impedance amplitude data at 11 kHz, were removed during data analysis. Eight frequency impedance data with five particles detected. Based on the data collected at 11 kHz, cell events were distinguished from non-cell events (e.g. PDMS debris and cell clusters).
specific membrane values of HL-60 are significantly higher than those of AML-2 ( * p < 0.000 01 and * p < 0.0005, respectively via two-sample t-test) which is consistent with previous literature [28, 38] . Differences in cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance values of AML-2 and HL-60 cells were from their different nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratios [28] and membrane morphologies [50] , respectively.
Discrepancies between our measured values and previous results can be attributed to differences and limitations in the technical approaches used in this study and previous work [28] . For instance, deformed cell lengths must be determined in the constriction approach [28] , based on geometrical assumptions which could have induced errors in the calculated values of cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance. Additionally, the channel width in the constriction channel approach [28] was only 9 μm while the channel width in this work is significantly larger (100 μm). The much larger channel width in this work led to a higher noise floor in the impedance data, which further induced errors in the determined effective impedance peak caused by each cell. Furthermore, differences between our measured values and previous results can also be attributed to heterogeneity and genetic drift of cell lines resulting from passage number and slight differences in culture conditions [51] . Both AML-2 and HL-60 originate from the AML cell, which is a leukemic progenitor to leukocytes. The leukemia cell population has been shown to be highly heterogeneous, which could contribute to differences within the cell lines [52] . It has been shown that the cell cycle plays a role in regulating ion channels on the cell membrane, including potassium channels [53] . This could in turn affect the ion concentration of the cytoplasm. Cells in different cancer stages and cell lines with different differentiation grades have also been shown to have different specific membrane capacitances [39, 54] . Cell biochemistry and morphology were also found to be affected by culture time and passage number [55, 56] .
In our work, single-cell peaks were properly identified, and the occurrence of device clogging was rare in experiments due to the wide channel design. PDMS was the major source of contamination in the form of debris, which occurs during unavoidable intubation procedures (filling PBS into the device, loading cells at the inlet, and attaching pressure source). Since debris complicates data analysis, implementing filtration structures [57] can help to minimize the passage of larger debris and cell clusters. The channel geometry can be further optimized as larger channels suffer from a decreased ΔR/R ratio, which could contribute to measurement error. The electrode dimensions can also be adjusted to reduce the occurrence of coincident events (multiple particles passing through the measurement region simultaneously).
Conclusion
This paper reported a wide channel microfluidic device that, for the first time, used integrated AgPDMS electrodes to perform single-cell electrical characterization. Compared to existing microfluidic devices for impedance spectroscopy which all use channels similar in size to that of tested cells, our device was proven by experiments to be effective in minimizing the issue of device clogging. The device is straightforward to clean and suitable for use in multiple experiments. AgPDMS sidewall electrodes were proven to limit the EDL while providing the necessary sensitivity for impedance spectroscopy measurements. Multi-frequency impedance data was fitted to equivalent circuit models to determine cytoplasm conductivity and specific membrane capacitance for each cell. ) and specific membrane capacitance for AML-2 and HL-60 cells (41 ± 25 mF m −2 versus 55 ± 26 mF m −2 ) are consistent with the results reported in the literature. Present work involves the investigation of effects of Ag particle size (nanoparticles versus microparticles) and shape (isotropic versus anisotropic) on conductivity and EDL. 
